Upcoming Events

Film Night: The Pearl
Button
Friday, November 29th,
7pm

Book Club: La Vida es
Sueño
Thursday, December 5th,
6pm

This Friday, all are welcome to our
*free* screening of The Pearl Button,
a Chilean documentary by renowned
filmmaker Patricio Guzmán.

Book club is around the corner. On
Thursday, December 5th we're
meeting at the Spanish Centre to
discuss La Vida es Sueño, a 17th
Century Spanish play.

The film ties together two juxtaposing
themes; the beauty of the nature in
the Patagonia region, with some of
Chile's darker history - namely the
death of indigenous groups and
political genocide - It's a poetic and
eloquent piece of film. The trailer is
available here.
The documentary will start at
7pm at the Spanish Centre's
office, 60 Hills Road.
Seats are allocated to those who
come first until the room is full. This
film is designated 12A; those younger
than 12 have to be accompanied by
an adult.
We look forward to seeing you! It's our
last film for 2019!

Top Secret! For those not so familiar
with the 17th Century Spanish
language, but still keen to come and
give it a go - I've found a lifeline for
you. Each act of the play is
summarised here. This can help guide
your reading so you know what to look
out for - You can play the part of a
Book Club genius, but shh, keep this
a secret.
For speedy readers, the play is
available here. Book club costs £10
and includes a glass of wine.
Book Club starts at 6pm at the
Spanish Centre's office, 60 Hills
Road. We ask that you book in
advance by emailing the centre
(It's so we can get an idea on
numbers. And wine bottles).

Notices
The Conversation Drop in scheduled for Tuesday, December 3rd at
12.30pm has been cancelled. The next Conversation Drop in will take place
on Tuesday, December 10th as usual, and this will be the last one for the term.
All other Spanish classes are running as usual.
There is no Spanish Meetup on Wednesday, December 18th at
7.30pm. Meetups don't run in December as a big chunk of our members move
out of Cambridge for the holidays. Meetups will continue as normal in the new-

year. The first one will be on January 15th.
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We're taking bookings for the Spring Term!
To find out more about our classes, to make an enquiry, or to book,
send an email to the Cambridge Spanish Centre at
info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com, or give us a call on 44 (0)1223
561854.
Once you book, we will do a level test and will place you in a class with members
at your ability. Our class sizes are small and our teachers are all native Spanish
speakers!

News

Here's what else you need to know.
The growing wave of civil unrest in the Latin American region has
reached Colombia. It's difficult to put a pin in a single cause of the protests; a

strike by labour unions over rumoured pension reforms coincided with student
protests regarding recent cuts to the education budget. This has frothed
towards looking something like the anti-government protests seen elsewhere
in the region; some protesters say they have been 'inspired' by events in Chile,
Ecuador and Bolivia.
The protests, which have only been underway for a week, have unfortunately
already claimed a victim; Dilan Cruz, an 18 year old high school student, died on
Monday after being hit by a projectile allegedly fired by security forces. He has
become a symbol for young protesters, who have taken to the streets banging
on pans chanting 'The state killed him!'
(Photo sourced from Aljazeera)

Bolivia now has an interim president, Jeanine Añez. Bolivia's previous
president, Evo Morales, fell from power amid mass protests. Mr Morales had
tried to run for a fourth term, disregarding term limits.
It was difficult to foresee this outcome when Evo stepped down; Ms. Añez runs
a small religious conservative party based in Beni, a sparsely populated region
in the Bolivian Amazon. In national elections, her party captured just 4% of the
vote.
She became first in line to assume the interim presidency after a spate of
resignations from Mr Morales' ruling party. A bill mandating new elections is
passing through congress and is being considered by law makers.

That's it from the Cambridge Spanish Centre. We look forward to seeing you,
either in class or at one of our cultural events. If you have any questions, please
get in touch with us; info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com
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